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ASOKAn
BUSINESS INTERIORS
An Aboriginal distributor offering all types of office furniture services with more than 30 years of experience

Asokan Business Interiors is your local Aboriginal Furniture Dealer. We offer a complete array of services for all your business furniture requirements. We specialize in providing dynamic office furniture and accessories. Our top quality products and array of solutions guarantee that you have made the right investment.

Asokan offers you quality products at affordable prices. We have win-win solutions for all exchanges, spaces and industries.

Our partnerships with leading manufacturers allow us to meet your needs in a timely manner, whether it's businesses, government agencies, educational institutions or health care providers.
Distributors Across Canada

**Pacific**

**Brooks Corning Co. Ltd.**
#200-380 West 2nd Ave. Vancouver BC, V5Y 1C8
Tel: 604.688.6655
Fax: 604.688.7544
E-Mail: info@brookscorning.com

**GR Contract**
2514 Rock Bay Ave.
Victoria, BC, Canada
V8T 4R6
Tel.: 250.384.2554
Courriel: kristen@grcontract.com

**Western**

**Office Concepts Inc**
Unit 100, 3103 - 14th Ave. NE,
Calgary, AB T2A 7N6
Tel: 403.355.2730
Fax: 587.470.5111
E-Mail: info@officeconcepts.ca

**HBI Office Plus**
1162 Osler St. Regina, SK, S4R 5G9
Tel: 800.667.3680
Fax: 888.816.2565
E-Mail: websales@hbiop.com

**Anthony Allen Work Environments**
7-1680 Notre Dame Ave. Winnipeg, MB, R3H 1H6
Tel: 204.949.7680
E-Mail: info@anthonyallan.com

**Ontario**

**CTI Working Environments**
6901 Edwards Blvd. Mississauga ON
L5T 2T9
Tel: 866.565.8600
Fax: 905.565.8900
E-Mail: sales@ctiwe.com

**McGowan Office Interiors Inc.**
94 Copernicus Blvd. Brantford On, N3P 1K5
Tel: 519.756.2480
Fax: 519.756.0931
E-Mail: jmgoan@mcgowanofficeinteriors.ca
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributeurs au Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontario continues</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In2Space Interiors Solutions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302 Rd. Wellington, London ON, N6C 4N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel: 519.963.0575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail: <a href="mailto:cj@in2space.ca">cj@in2space.ca</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Atlantic</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office Interiors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1080 Champlain Rd. Unit 6, Dieppe NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1A 8L8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel: 506.382.2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax: 506.388.1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail: <a href="mailto:info@officeinteriors.ca">info@officeinteriors.ca</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Office Interiors** |
| 711 Woodstock Rd. Fredericton, NB, E3B 5N8 |
| Tel: 506.452.1333 |
| Fax: 506.452.1816 |
| E-Mail: info@officeinteriors.ca |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Québec</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ameublement Bureau Interieur</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-1237 rue de la Montagne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal, QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel: 514.225.6979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:asmith@abimontreal.com">asmith@abimontreal.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **At Work Office Interior Furniture** |
| 545 Thompson Drive, Cambridge ON N1T 2K7 |
| Tel: 519.621.8686 |
| Fax: 519.621.2368 |
| E-Mail: bradbaker@atwork.ca |

| **Office Interiors** |
| 656 Windmill Rd. Dartmouth NS, B3B 1B8 |
| Tel: 902.422.4011 |
| Fax: 902.422.8511 |
| E-Mail: info@officeinteriors.ca |

| **National Capital Region** |
| **Advanced Business Interiors** |
| 2355 St-Laurent Blvd. Ottawa ON, K1G 4L2 |
| Tel: 613.738.1003 |
| E-Mail: jlaurin@makespacework.com |

| **Asokan Solutions de Bureau** |
| 25 Eddy, suite 25, Gatineau QC, J8X 4B5 |
| Tel: 819.772.1001 |
| Fax: 819.772.1322 |
| E-Mail: btoutant@asokangroup.ca |
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Rotary Office Chairs

ASOKAN
BUSINESS INTERIORS
geoCentric – Small Seat

geoCentric chairs provide a versatile and adaptable seating solution for all office requirements. With functions that span multi-task, multi user, dedicated tasks, and general office work, the geoCentric is the ideal chair for any situation.

Geo Model: GEO-XTB-MT-AL-SS-TCL360
Ceiling Price: $874.58

airCentric

airCentric chairs deliver the benefits of airflow with the proven ergonomic support of foam and Fabric. Combining a sophisticated aesthetic with modular design, full adjustability and airflow comfort, the airCentric offers a truly comfortable seating experience.

Air Model: AIR-MT-AL-TCL360
Ceiling Price: $843.72

airCentric – Small Seat

The airCentric provides the widest range of adjustment options for customized support and changing individual needs. Available adjustments include back height, back angle, seat depth, seat angle, tension control and pneumatic seat height.

Air Modèle: AIR-MT-AL-SS-TCL360
Prix Plafond: $843.72
**airCentric - Headrest**

The chair you use at work needs to be adjusted throughout the day to provide the movement and variation of postures so important to the human body. Our patented tools and technologies take the guesswork out of chair adjustments and provide adjustment information from your chair so it is always accessible to you.

**Air Model**: AIR-MT-AL-TCL360-AHR  
**Ceiling Price**: $1026.28

---

**tCentric**

The tCentric combines the best attributes of the leading mesh chairs with the industry leading benefits of ergoCentric’s fully ergonomic upholstered chairs. You no longer have to choose between the sleek appearance and breathability of a mesh chair and great ergonomics.

**T Model**: T-MT-TLSAL-TCL360  
**Ceiling Price**: $909.11

---

**tCentric Hybrid**

For over 25 years ergoCentric has focused on creating ergonomic seating successes. The tCentric Hybrid™, with Airless Cushion Technology™, is the perfect fusion of that relentless attention to ergonomic detail and sleek, timeless design.

**tHybrid Model**: T-MBMESH-SG-TLSAL-TCL360  
**Ceiling Price**: $1052.95

---
geoCentric

We make chairs for two people: the person who will sit in it and the person who will pay for it. That is why our priority is to provide customers with high-quality seating solutions that deliver the lowest total cost of ownership over the lifetime use of the chair.

Geo Model: GEO-XTB-MT-AL-TCL360
Ceiling Price: $874.58

Entail

Entail offers value-added features at a value-driven price. With Entail, optional features have been made standard such as dual function arms, a seat shroud and thicker seat foam that prevents ‘bottoming out’.

Entail Model: 90088-WA-AWK-LU-SS
Ceiling Price: $290.00
Quatra

With form fitting curves for extra lumbar support, Quatra sets the ergonomic standard for office, occasional and laboratory chairs. Perfect for working long hours at a stretch, Quatra chairs feature several different seat and backrest models with exchangeable slip covers.

Quatra Model: S-4003-SS-99
Ceiling Price: $729.00

Flex

Flex: The product that started it all. With Suspension technology, the body literally ‘floats’ instead of being jammed into a plywood seat pan. This proven technology is the heart of A.D.I. seating and sets the line apart from all other manufacturers.

Flex Model: FX-D-Y-05-SS-LU
Ceiling Price: $702.69
2100

The Bless Collection is an ergonomic task chair built to cater high-performance tasks. Offers extensive features to exceed the requirements of an active work environment.

Bless Model: 2100
Ceiling Price: $361.54

IC2

In addition to being comfortable, a good ergonomic chair should come with various standard adjustments to adapt to different body types. Rouillard’s innovative product development direction and attention to superior fit and finish is a perfect fit for the discriminating tastes of the market.

IC2 Model: 7300SA
Ceiling Price: $681.23
**Urbex Lead Express**

In addition to being comfortable, a good ergonomic chair should come with various standard adjustments to adapt to different body types. Rouillard's innovative product development direction and attention to superior fit and finish is a perfect fit for the discriminating tastes of the market.

Urbex Model: SL50NMPZ  
Ceiling Price: $577.60

---

**Urbex Lead Express**

In addition to being comfortable, a good ergonomic chair should come with various standard adjustments to adapt to different body types. Rouillard's innovative product development direction and attention to superior fit and finish is a perfect fit for the discriminating tastes of the market.

Urbex Model: SL90NMPZ  
Ceiling Price: $584.45
Callisto

Krug is known for products that please the eye. This new addition is no different.

Callisto Model: CAL1-M12BL  
Ceiling Price: $673.71

Aqua

Extensively researched and painstakingly designed, Aqua features unique proportions and contouring that make it light and small-scaled in its exterior footprint, but spacious and exceptionally comfortable on the inside. This (and its sleek style) gives Aqua a multi-purpose appeal, enabling it to suit many functions and environments.

Aqua Model: AQU1-M22B  
Ceiling Price: $544.80
Haworth's combination of innovative design, intelligent engineering and advanced manufacturing technologies has resulted in a seating collection that sets the standard for durability, comfort and performance.

**Fern**

Engaging Workspaces. Fern provides a new solution for the changing nature of work and the workplace. It represents a movement in business leadership that recognizes the importance and value of designing workspaces that engage people and enhance their comfort, health, and well-being.

*Fern Model: SFT-U07S01F5*
*Ceiling Price: $826.31*

**Zody**

A high performing task chair, Zody blends science-based wellness and comfort with sustainability and international design. The product of extensive research and development, only Zody offers asymmetrical lumbar adjustments, providing user-selected support on each side of the lower back. Zody is the only chair to ever be endorsed by the America Physical Therapy Association. (APTA)

*Zody Model: SZT-20-724MA5*
*Ceiling Price: $756.17*
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Rotary Conference Chairs

ASOKAN
BUSINESS INTERIORS
**VXO**

A simple, light-scale design that delivers remarkable comfort and dynamic support. The VXO™'s lumbar back support is easy to adjust and compliments its many ergonomic features.

**VXO Model:** 7280  
**Ceiling Price:** $310.15

---

**MXO**

Designed for meeting rooms, breakout rooms and conference seating, MXO™ offers a gas lift feature that always returns the chair to a uniform height and position.

**MXO Model:** G5900  
**Ceiling Price:** $396.00
Inertia

Breathable, flexible and lightweight, Inertia Mesh Task adjusts to virtually any workplace environment.

Inertia Model: 77040-TA-SA-FM
Ceiling Price: $340.92

Entail

Entail comes standard with an integrated seat-slider to support a wide-range of body types as well as optional dual functioning arms that are height-adjustable and arm pads that can easily shift forwards or backwards. Available in either smoke or black frame finish.

Entail Model: 90088-WA-SA-AWK-SS
Ceiling Price: $322.46
Urbex Lead Express

In addition to being comfortable, a good ergonomic chair should come with various standard adjustments to adapt to different body types. Rouillard’s innovative product development direction and attention to superior fit and finish is a perfect fit for the discriminating tastes of the market.

Urbex Model: SF50NZP5
Ceiling Price: $468.55

Urbex Lead Express

Elegantly designed with a curved ergonomic backrest, this high-style chair offers outstanding comfort and support, while fitting seamlessly into a range of interior styles.

Urbex Model: SF90NZP5
Ceiling Price: $476.03
iCentric Mesh

iCentric Mesh chairs deliver an affordable conference and training room solution that provide airflow capabilities while maintaining ergonomic support. With a proprietary flexible weave upholstery comprised of polyester and monofilament/elastic yarns, the iCentric Mesh series offers a soft feel while allowing increased airflow, with horizontal band detail to provide additional support.

iCentric Model: I-MESH-BR-BRAR
Ceiling Price: $376.72

Headrest: Not Included
Backrest Height: Standard/Mid Back
Lumbar Support: Fixed
Armrests: Fixed “T” Arms
Seat Depth: Medium Fixed
Seat & Backrest Locks: Lockable in Setup Position
Tilt Mechanism: Unison
Upholstering: Back Breathable Material/Seat Fabric
Green: Yes

tCentric Hybrid

The tCentric Hybrid combines the best attributes of the leading mesh chairs with the industry leading benefits of ergoCentric’s fully ergonomic upholstered chairs. You no longer have to choose between the sleek appearance and breathability of a mesh chair and great ergonomics.

tCentric Model: T-BR-TLS-BRAR
Ceiling Price: $537.20

Headrest: Not Included
Backrest Height: High Back
Lumbar Support: Fixed
Armrests: Fixed “T” Arms
Seat Depth: Medium Fixed
Seat & Backrest Locks: Lockable in Setup Position
Tilt Mechanism: Unison
Upholstering: Back Breathable Material/Seat Fabric
Green: Yes
Aqua
Extensively researched and painstakingly designed, Aqua features unique proportions and contouring that make it light and small-scaled in its exterior footprint, but spacious and exceptionally comfortable on the inside.

Aqua Model: AQU1-M12B
Ceiling Price: $522.42

Callisto
Krug is known for products that please the eye. This new addition is no different.

Callisto Model: CAL1-M11B
Ceiling Price: $607.23
**Malla**

Malla combines elegance of the silhouette with high ergonomic standards. It’s well shaped slim mesh back provides a firm yet exceptionally comfortable lumbar support.

**Malla Model:** ML-H-T-01  
**Ceiling Price:** $408.15

**Tact**

A three dimensional knit back chair that combines lightness, aesthetic and comfort on demand. The chair is built with the ADI Suspension technique on the seat and offers a wide variety of options. Enough to meet the most demanding user.

**Tact Model:** TA-H-T-01  
**Ceiling Price:** $358.62

**Headrest:** Not Included  
**Backrest Height:** Standard/Mid Back  
**Lumbar Support:** Fixed  
**Armrests:** Height/Width Adjustable “T” Arms  
**Seat Depth:** Medium Fixed  
**Seat & Backrest Locks:** Lockable in Setup Position  
**Tilt Mechanism:** Unison  
**Upholstering:** Back Breathable Material/Seat Fabric  
**Green:** Yes
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Side Chairs
EcoCentric

Light weight and versatile, the ecoCentric Pivot Back Guest Chair features a pivoting backrest designed to provide a high level of ergonomic comfort.

**Base Style**: Four Legs  
**Casters**: Without Casters  
**Armrests**: With Arms  
**Stackable**: No  
**Upholstering**: Dual Fabric  
**Green**: Yes

**Eco Model**: ECO-PB-GUEST-A  
**Ceiling Price**: $216.03

OXO

Sleek. Lightweight. Add a modern spark to any office or home with OXO, which automatically adjusts to the user’s movements to support good posture.

**Base Style**: Cantilever  
**Casters**: Without Casters  
**Armrests**: With Arms  
**Stackable**: No  
**Upholstering**: Dual Breathable Material  
**Green**: Yes

**Oxo Model**: 6502  
**Ceiling Price**: $311.38

Cricket

The everything chair: durable, practical, stackable, comfortable. Cricket lends any common space a custom-made look.

**Base Style**: Four Legs  
**Casters**: With Casters  
**Armrests**: With Arms  
**Stackable**: Yes  
**Upholstering**: Dual Fabric  
**Green**: Yes

**Cricket Model**: 500FCA  
**Ceiling Price**: $224.31
Corfu

Polypropylene seats, backs and other components are injection molded, with pigment diffused throughout the mold, and featuring a compound that provides UV resistance to fading and brittleness from exposure to light.

**Corfu Model:** COR2-21S  
**Ceiling Price:** $364.34

Karma

It isn’t easy developing a new entrant in an existing product category. To be recognized, the product needs to surprise with its range of functionality, it needs to bring an aesthetic that pleases the eye and, most importantly, it must offer provide a value proposition.

**Karma Model:** KAR2C-18.5MSUABD  
**Ceiling Price:** $288.35

Dextra

Dextra chairs have deservedly earned being described as re-engineered classics. Without sacrificing any of their ingenuity or legendary robustness, they have adopted the purest lines. These amazing footed chairs, which can be stacked to save space, are both creative and versatile.

**Dextra Model:** DF20N  
**Ceiling Price:** $257.95
Dextra

Clean lines, lightweight and durable, the Dextra collection is available in multiple options. Both, stackable and affordable, Dextra chairs are simply perfect.

Dextra Model: DR31NX
Ceiling Price: $299.71

Dextra

Clean lines, lightweight and durable, the Dextra collection is available in multiple options. Both, stackable and affordable, Dextra chairs are simply perfect.

Dextra Model: DF31NX
Ceiling Price: $316.52

Ocelot

Sleek, thin and cat like – true breathable mesh back with ample lumbar support and the ADI suspension seating system means you can replace the fabric when needed and sit in comfort all day.

Ocelot Model: OC-4-52
Ceiling Price: $195.57
Ocelot

sleek, thin and cat-like – trd breathable mesh back with ample lumbar support and the ADI suspension seating system means you can replace the fabric when needed and sit in comfort all day.

Ocelot Model: OC-4
Ceiling Price: $159.80

Improv

With broad appeal and many options, the Improv Side Chair rounds out the Improv Seating Family. Perfectly at home in reception and teaming areas, as additional office seating, or in classrooms and lobbies, it represents the height of versatility.

Improv Model: M601-2110
Ceiling Price: $269.65

X99

Put your guests at ease without speaking a word. The X99 guest chair levels the playing field by raising the standard.

X99 Model: X640-0140
Ceiling Price: $496.74
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www.asokangroup.ca